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Overview 
~ We seek, in the present work, to extend GRT by combining 
patterns of accuracy with response times (RTs). 
~ 	 There are many models that use both response time and 
accuracy to understand cognitive processes, but they are rarely 
used to explore perceptual dependencies. 
~ We will extend perceptual independence, perceptual 
separability, and decisional separability to a general 
stochastic-dynamic model. 
~ We establish extensions of report independence and marginal 
response invariance that account for both RT and accuracy 
.,.. 	 Two channels operating in parallel (X(t), Y(t)) 
~ 	 Each is composed of two subchan nels (e.g., 
X= (Xroo(t),Xb!ue(t) )) 
~ 	 A decision is made on a channel when either of the 

subchannels reaches its bound 

~ 	 The decision of the system is the combination of the first 
subchannel to reach its bound in each channel 
.,.. 	 For exam pie 
~ X(t) is the process representing color while Y(t) represents 
shape 
~ Xroo(t) is evidence accumulated for purple; Xblue(t) is evidence 
accumulated for red 
~ Yo(t) is evidence accumulated for square; Yo (t) is evidence 
accumulated for rectangle 
Definition 
Joint cumulative distribution function and response times for 
distinct threshold accural-halting parallel model with restrictive 
assumptions. 
P { RT(D) :S: t ;s = D} 
= P { Rx = red, Ry = D, T + Tb :S: t; s = D} 
= P {max[T,e<~ , To] :S: t- Tb, Tred < Tblue, To < To ;s = D} 
= P{ inf{ s: Xred(s) ::;. C,.d} :S: inf{ s: Xblue (s) ::;. Cblue}, 
inf{ s : Xred(s) ::;. Cred} :S: t- Tb, 
inf{ s: Yo(s) ::;. Co} <:::: inf{ s: Yo (s) ::;. Co }, 
inf{ s: Yo(s) ::;. Co} <:::: t- Tb;s = D} 
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This joint distribution may be simplified under the assumption of 
decisional separability, selective influence, perceptual separability or 
perceptua I independence. 
Decisional Separability (DS) 
Definition 
Decisional separability holds on dimension X if and only if 
P{Ccolor = 1IY(t), Co, Co} = P{Ccolor = 1} for 
color E { red, blue } and all t. Similarly, decisional separability holds 
on dimension Y if and only if 
P { Cshape = 1IX( t), C red , C blue } = P { Cshape = 1} for 
shape E {0, 0 } and all t. 
Decisional Separability (DS) 
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P{Ccolor = 1IY(t), Co, Co} = P{Ccolor = 1} for 
color E { red, blue } and all t. Similarly, decisional separability holds 
on dimension Y if and only if 
P { Cshape = 1IX( t), C red , C blue } = P { Cshape = 1} for 
shape E {0, 0 } and all t. 
~ Although there are possibly some very interesting effects of 
failures of decisional separability on these models, we do not 
explore these effects in this paper. 
Perceptual Separability (PS) 

Definition 
Perceptual separability of one channel at a particular stimulus level 
is defined as invariance of the marginal processes of that channel 
over changes in the stimulus level of the other channel. Thus, for 
perceptual separability to hold on X at 5x = red , then for all x, t, 
P{Xred(t) :::::: x; 5 = 0 } = P{Xred(t) :::::: x; 5 = Q } 

P{Xblue(t) :::::: x; 5 = 0 } = P{Xblue(t) :::::: x; 5 = Q }. 

Direct Separability 
~ Conceptually, if direct separability holds, then the stimulus on 
one channel is not any part of the input to the other. More 
formally, 
P{Xred(t) <::; xl Y(t) = y;s = D} = P{Xi(t)IY(t) = y;s = Q }. 
~ Even if direct separability holds, it is still possible for 
perceptual separability to fail because the stimulus on one 
channel can affect the other channel via channel dependencies 
(indirect failure of separability). 
Direct Separability 
~ Conceptually, if direct separability holds, then the stimulus on 
one channel is not any part of the input to the other. More 
formally, 
P{Xred(t) <::; xl Y(t) = y;s = D} = P{Xi(t)IY(t) = y;s = Q }. 
~ Even if direct separability holds, it is still possible for 
perceptual separability to fail because the stimulus on one 
channel can affect the other channel via channel dependencies 
(indirect failure of separability). 
Proposition 
If X and Y are independent and direct separability holds, then X 
and Y are perceptually separable at each level. 
Marginal Response lnvariance (MRI) 
Definition 
Marginal response invariance on a channel holds if and only if the 
marginal probability of a particular response on that dimension is 
invariant across the level of the other stimulus dimension. For 
marginal response invariance to hold on channel X, 
P { Rcolor = red; 5 = 0 } 
= P{ R = 0 ; 5 = 0 } + P{ R = 0 ; 5 = 0 } 
= P{ R = 0 ; 5 = 0 } + P{ R = 0 ; 5 = 0 } 
= P{ Rcolor = red ; 5 = 0 }. 
Timed Marginal Response lnvariance (tMRI) 
Definition 
Timed marginal response invariance is defined by satisfaction of 
the condition for all t > 0, 
P{ Rcolor = red , T S:: t ; S = D} 
= P{ R = D, T S:: t; s = D} + P { R = 0 , T <:::: t; s = D} 
= P{ R = D, T S:: t; s = 0 } + P{ R = 0 , T S:: t; s = 0 } 
= P{ Rcolor = red , T S:: t; S = 0 }. 
MRI Theorems 
Proposition 
Perceptual separability and decisional separability imply marginal 
response invariance in accrual halting parallel models. 
Proposition 
Timed marginal response invariance implies ordinary marginal 
response invariance but not conversely 
Proposition 
Perceptual separability and decisional separability imply timed 
marginal response invariance in accrual halting parallel models. 
Perceptual Independence (PI) 
Definition 
Two channels are said to be perceptually independent if 
{X(t); t 2: 0} and { Y(t); t 2: 0} are independent. 
Report Independence (RI) 
Definition 
We say that report independence holds for a particular 
stimulus-response combination if the probability of that response is 
equal to the product of the marginal probability of each of the 
response dimensions. Formally, report independence holds for 
R = 0 with stimulus R = 0 if, 
P{ R = 0 ; 5 = 0 } = 
[P{R = 0 ; 5 = 0 } +P{R = Q ; 5 = 0 }] 
x [P{R = 0 ;5 = 0 } +P{ R = 0 ;5 = 0 }]. 
Timed Report Independence (tRI) 
Definition 
We say that timed report independence holds for a particular 
stimulus-response combination if the probability a particular 
response, given that the response was made by t, is eq ua I to the 
product of the marginal probability of each response dimension 
given the response was made by t, for all t > 0. Formally, report 
independence holds for R = D with stimulus R = D if for all t > 0, 
P{ R = DIRT s: t; s = D} 
= P{ Rcolor = red iRT s: t; s = D}P{ Rshape =DIRT s: t; s = D}. 
Equivalently, 
P{R = D,RT S: t; s = D}P{RT S: t;s = D} 
= P{Rcolor = red, RT S: t; s = D}P{Rshape = D, RT S: t; s = D}. 
tRI Theorems 
Proposition 
Decisional separability and perceptual independence imply report 
independence. 
Proposition 
Timed report independence implies ordinary report independence 
but not conversely. 
Proposition 
Perceptual independence and decisional separability imply timed 
report independence in accrual halting parallel models. 
~ This work extends the dynamic systems approach to GRT in 
Ashby, 1989 and Ashby, 2000. 
~ Ashby (1989) used discrete-time stochastic linear systems to 
explore various types of perceptual independence and 
sepa ra b i I ity. 
~ Suggested a first-passage decision rule in circumstances of 
speed stress. 
~ No results reported with regard to perceptual independence. 
~ In the absence of speed stress, decisions were modeled as 
occuring based on the nearest boundary at a point of 
maximum activation. 
~ Ashby (2000) used a continuous-time stochastic model for 
two stimuli responses. 
~ Used a decision bound stopping rule. 
~ This model is a special case of the general class of models we 
explore here. 
~ This model was not applied to assessment of perceptual 
independence. 
Future directions 
~ We did not investigate failures of decisional separability here 
~ There remains much work to be done in this direction, as one 
of the great strengths of GRT is the conceptual distinction 
between perceptual and decisional interactions. 
Future directions 
~ We did not investigate failures of decisional separability here 
~ There remains much work to be done in this direction, as one 
of the great strengths of GRT is the conceptual distinction 
between perceptual and decisional interactions. 
~ The present work is part of several projects intended to join 
together RT and accuracy in a unified set of methodologies 
~ Expand the approach considered here to other architectures 
and stopping rules. 
~ In particular, we will seek to incorporate Systems Factorial 
Technology into the new stochastic-dynamic GRT framework. 
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